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С УЧЕТОМ МНОГОКРАТНОГО РАССЕЯНИЯ

Дан краткий обзор теоретических исследований свойств излу-

чения в рентгеновской и более жесткой области частот, образу-

емого ультрарелятивистской заряженной частицей при прохожде-

нии через пластину и стопку пластин с учетом многократного

рассеяния ь поглощающей способности вещества пластин. Приве-

дены формулы для частотно-углового и частотного распределений

полного излучения в случаях пластины и стопки пластин с боль-

шими расстояниями между пластинами, а также стопки с достаточ-

но толстыми пластинами. Указан метод расчета распределений

излучения в общем случае произвольной стопки. Проведен подроб-

ный анализ частотного распределения полного излучения, состо-

ящего из тормозного излучения и краевого эффекта. Обсуждается

вопрос экспериментального выделения краевого эффекта из пол-

ного излучения.
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Ultra - relativistic charged particles at their passage

through a layer of material emit transition radiation and Brems-

strahlung in the X-ray range and higher. The first works dea-

ling with this problem were carried out by Garibian and Pome -

ranchuk [ij and Pafomov [ 2J. The quantitative theory of the

phenomenon in the case of one interface of semi-infinite non-

absorbing medium with vacuum was developed by Goldman [з],

Garibian [4], Ternovsky [5J, Pafomov [б] using the method of

the Migdal kinetic equation [7] < It should be noted that there

ia some discrepancy in the above-mentioned works [3 - б] с.->ъ -

cerning boundary effect.

A similar problem of radiation format!'-a in a пок-absor-

bing plate was considered by Teruovsk [ 5] who used the method

of a quantum kinetic equation and also by Pafomov [в] in a

classical approximation. The former work, however» lacks a

detailed analysis of the results» and in the latter one there

are slight errors.

The correct formula for frequency-angular distribution of

radiation was recently obtained by Garibian and the author of
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this paper [9J. The expression for the frequency spectrum was

obtained in the same work by means of direct analytical integ-

ration of the above mentioned formula over the radiation angle.

A detailed analysis of this expression and a corresponding nu-

merical calculation were also made.

The account of the absorbing ability of the material in

the case of a semi-infinite medium in the optic region was made

by Pafomov fiOj. For the region of very high frequencies this

problem was considered by Baryshevslcy and Ngo-Dan-Nyan £iij in

the limiting case of considerable absorption.

General formulas for frequency - angular and frequency dis-

tributions of the total radiation emitted from an absorbing

plate were obtained and previously analysed by Vardanian,

Garibian and ihe author [i2j.

Further the theory was generalized[13j for the case of a

stack of an arbitrary number of regularity placed plates.

The definition of boundary effect was also suggested in this

work along with consideration of the problem of experimental

separation of boundary effect from the total radiation pro-

duced in a plate or a stack of plates taking into account the

absorbing ability of the material.

It should be noted that in literature the influence of mul-

tiple scattering on the formation of radiation in non-absorbing

periodic medium was until recently considered in a model where

only electron density has periodic inhomogeneity, but scattering

nuclei are homogeneously distributed over all the medium [14].

In M3J it was shown that there is a region of the Lorents



factor j) of charge and the frequency of radiation &? where

the results of both the theories practically coincide. Along

with that, however, there is a region of j and CO , for which

the two theories give quite different boundary effects.

In the present paper we give the main results of Refs

[9, 12, I3I, the attention principally being paid to the ana-

lysis of the obtained formulas and to heir physical interpre-

tation, whereas the details of the mathematical calculations

are essentially omitted.

I» Frequency-Angular and Frequency

Distributions for a Single Plate

i?irst, let UG consider the formation of radiation by ultra-

relativistic charged particles with the Lorentz-factor jf at

the passage through a plate of an arbitrary thickness & . In

doing so we shall from the very beginning take into ac -

count the absorbing ability of the material of the p'

whereas a non-absorbing plate can be always co^idered аг а

special case of a plate with гч-го absorb!..
a
 ability.

Suppose the particle mo"IB in \acuum with the velocity 1£

along Z axis from-00 and in point Z0 = 0 it falls perpendi-

cularly to a plate with dielectric permeability £ e £ •+• t £ .

The distribution of the intensity of the radiation formed

in the vacuum far beyond the plate is defined by:

10 ' (D



where d$
0

 я
 б# d9

c
 dy is the element of the solid angle in

the direction of radiation propagation with respect to the ini-

tial direction of the movement of the particle and Л is a

quantity proportional to the ?ourier-component of the vector-

potential.

A charged particle moves in the plate along a certain tra-

jectory caused by multiple scattering on the atoms of the ma-

terial, assuming that the absolute value of velocity IT remains

unchanged, and the changes of the velocity direction are negli-

gible [7]. On leaving the plate the charge moves again with

constant velocity V. different, in general, from V
e
 .

In order to obtain the observed intensity of radiation

it is necessary to average the expression (1) over all the

possible trajectories of the charge. This averaging can be

done using the method of Kigdal'a work [7J and the solution

given by Gol'dman [3]. This results in (see Ref. [12J)
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(4)

««7'«'О' J.

where

'

' сЛх+vsAx

(5)

/П s the rest mass of the moving particle, E
s
 * 21 MeV, A*, £•*,.

and /v are linear absorption coefficient, plasma frequency and

the radiation length of the plate material, respectively.

The formulas given below (2) - (4) are valid under the

condition that they satisfy the following two non-rigit inequa-

lities:
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and

In formula (2) the term W 4 corresponds to the radiation

in the plate (Pig.1, diagram a.). As to the terra Wo» its first

three terms correspond to the radiation emitted before the plate

(diagram b), beyond it (c) and the interference between them

(d); the fourth and the fifth terms correspond to the interfe-

rence of radiation in the plate with radiations emitted before

and beyond it (diagrams e and f).

Frequency-angular distribution(2)-(4) can be easily integ-

rated over the radiation angle 60 (or ̂  ). Direct integra-

tion, however, up to the infinitely high upper limit leads to

some difficulties. But these difficulties can be avoided if

we, first, integrate over £, up to a certain high, but finite

value £,m and then after a proper expansion we make £„, to tend

to infinity (for the details see Ref.[9j). This results in a

frequency distribution [12J

-8-
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where Bi(i) is the integral exponent of a complex argument 2

U*e e.g.Ref.[15j)<

2. Low Absorbing Plate

If the absorption coefficient M (or A which is the same)

tends to zero, the formulas of frequency-angular (2) - (4) and

frequency (8) distributions are transformed into corresponding

formulas (17) - (19) and (30) in Ref.[9] obtained without ta-

king the absorption into account. The same takes place in the

case where two conditions are satisfied simultaneously:

1. The absorption length № is much greater than ... . /late

thickness A i.e.

2. The imaginary part of polarization |̂ *|/̂ 1Г is much less

than its real pertJ9'-|T*|A? i.e.

It should be noted, that the preaence of finite (even low)

absorbing ability necessarily results in some new consequences

(see [i6, 17J ). Therefore in our analysis we do not take

-9-



Let us first consider a low absorbing plate» i.e. a plate

with a thicknees satisfying the condition (9). Por such a plate

one can separate out from intensity of the total radiation a

part directly proportional to the thickness Л and corresponding

to the Bremsstrahlung emitted along the whole path of the

particle inside the plate.

This part is separated out from the last integral of the

formula (8) corresponding to the diagram a

where ^

(12)

is the formation zone of bremsstrahlung taking into account

multiple scattering.

One can easily see t'mt when

i (13)

the quantity (11) is the main term in the total intensity.

The quantity ^(№(р*)/АьЭ'/"&%, shows the bremsatrahlung

emitted from the unit of the path in an infinite non-absorbing

medium. One can easily see that it completely coincide with

the wellknown Migdal's expression [7].

The difference between the intensities of the total radia-

tion and bremsstrahlung is due to the influence of boundaries

and it ia natural to refer to it as boundary effect:

i
-10-



In doing so we shall extend the idea of boundary effect also on

the case where the condition (13) is not satisfied.

In general, the frequency spectrum of the boundary effect

( H ) depends in a complicated manner upon the frequency of ra-

diation (O , the Lorentz-f actor jT of the cherge and also on

the plate thickness lX .

It is possible, however, to obtain comparitively simple

expressions for (14) in some limiting cases.

Note that for the low absorbing plate the formula (8) de-

pends practically on three parameters *«, $
г
 and Si . These

parameters have a distinct physical meaning. Parameter *<* is

connected with the ratio of the plate thickness Л to the Ьгетз-

strahlung formation zone 2^. (see (13))* As to S
2
 and 5j they

correspond to the ratios of £{f to the formation zone of tran —

sition radiation in the material taking into account its absor-

bing ability

and to the formation zone of transition radiation in vacuum

"7J"7J (16)
Namely

(17)
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It is obvious from (15) and (16) that \
 s
* I > IS* I •

Let us consider the cases of high and low ) 5*| values

separately.

a) Suppose

\S
X
\»\, i.e. 2

# r
» г

<г
.
л
. , (18)

Then low X values give the main contributions into integrals

containing txbC- S
z
x).

Expanding the pre-exponential factor in the integrand

into the powers of X one can show that when inequality (IS)

is satisfied, the boundary effect consists of two terms

\ rfco

The first term is the intensity of ordinary transition

radiation(with no regard for the multiple scattering) genera-

ted in an absorbing plate (see [i8j and [12J)^

2 exf> (-

The second term can be interpreted as.describing inter-

ference between the transition radiation and ifigdal bremsstrah-

lung (11).

It can be easily shown that if
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then transition radiation is the main term in bounding effect*

This is valid when the plate thickness A. is of the order of

or greater than ^t
nm
t i.e.

and 2*. is noticeably different from 2^,i. e.
тг» ft*. »ec

l*-*ii*l*.!.
 (22)

In the opposite case where

or
г z

 6 \ ss A

f
24)

transition radiation is small and the interference term should

be taken into account in boundary effect.

Note that taking into account the exprpsrsion for *} (see

(5)) the condition (24) can je also written as follows [ioj:

(25)

Now we shall give explicit expressions for the spectrum

pf boundary effect in cases when interference term should be

also considered.

Suppose conditions (13) and (23) are fulfilled. Obvious-

ly, it is possible only J **} «3C 1 . Let us demand that one

-13-



more additional condition be fulfilled

»;, I 5
4
 I ̂  ' "v "• ли О (26)

where

is the mean square of the multiple scattering engle on the

plate thickness. Then after the appropriate expansion we obtain:

/

\

One can easily see that the interference term in this formula

(the second one) is dominant when a is sufficiently small.

When the inequality (18) is fulfilled the Migdal brems-

strahlung has the form:

\
i*& о "~ •-_..* "i —•* • (29)

Therefore» taking into account (28) the total radiation is ex-

pressed by the simple Bethe-fleitler formula (see |9J /.

/

\

Ho#let conditions (18) and (24) be fulfilled. lot to

repeat the analysis given above let us also hay«)9^|jg1. Then

beacause of (18) we have | *$ ̂  J >^ 1,



Expansion gives

With № =0 this formula naturally coincides with the cor-

responding formula (41) of work [9j . For high frequences A*

value does not practically depend on frequency. Then from (31)

it is clear that for.

boundary effect becomes negative and small as compared to the

bremsstrahlung (11). Therefore, the intensity of total radia-

tion remains positive,

b) How let

|S*|«1, i.e. Ztr^Ztr.m. (33)

Then everything appears to depend on the ratio of t>e pu a

square of multiple scattering angle on the pla ;e thickness

*° *
n e
 squere of the angle x* maximum radiation IT,

* •
 t h e r

( С - 0,5772 is Euler constant) .

It follows from the above, in particular, that if condi-

tions (13) and (10) are also fulfilled, then we haves

15-



(35)

Unfortunately ther are some errors in the analogous for-

mula (36) in Ref.[9j • The above formula (35) is correct.

2) If <0»>
A
 ^

In [9jit was pointed out that inequality (33) is valid

with GO^lOGfyind Jf>>Jcr where <Я>£«(с*>*^
г
/5

в
/

/3
> ^ г *

~Q v
9
' Y &(л)о/й , Non-zero abeorpbing ability

t
 however,

reeults in reducing the region of Y and CO values with which

inequality (33) is valid.

Further, direct evaluation shows that this inequality can

take place only in a case when a fast charged particle is an

electron. For a muon or a still heavier charged particle inequa-

lity (33) is not fulfilled, whatever У and 60 values were,

because of a very small й
0
 .

To illustrate the above-said, Fig. 2 gives the intensity

of total radiation (8) (solid curves) and the intensity of or-

dinary transition radiation (20) (dashed curves) depending on

the plate thickness, and with fixed frequency CO «200 KeV. Car-

bon is taken as material, the fast particle is an electron.

The figure shows linear dependence for great and small thick -

nesses due to the considerable contribution of bremsstrahlung.

For intermediate thicknesses the influence of multiple scat -

tering manifests itself in a certain smoothing of interfernce

oscillations. With У * 10 the linear increase of radiation

-16-
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because of the condition (13).

Fig. 3 gives the frequency speotra of total radiation,

bremsstrahlung, boundary effect and ordinary transition radia-

tion» generated by an electron 1 am thick Hylar plate.

3. Highly Absorbing Plate

Let us now consider a plate of much greater thickness than

the absorption length» so that

e
*T "T

a
 •

 (37)

Then formula (8) will have the form

'(38)

0

Condition (37) means that waves generated on the first

interface of the plate are practically completely absorbed in

it and do not reach the second interface. In other words the

plate behaves as a semi-infinite medium which a charge leaves.

Therefore» it is natural that in formula (38) any dependence

on thickness Л disappears.

The last integral in (38) corresponds to Higdal bremsstrah-

lung which can be written in the following form (compare (11))

-17-



The difference between the intensities of total radiation

and bramsstrahlung gives boundary effect:

4*
(40)

Let us analyse formulas (38) - (39) in limiting cases of

great and small values of 2{r/ 2tr.n*. ( or lSa.1).

a) Let lSa,j»i Then the intensity of breraestrahlung is[12J

The boundary effect, as in the case of low absorption plate

consists of transition radiation and en interference term» cor-

responding to the first terms of formula (38).

When condition (22) is satisfied, or in other words in the

frequency region where inequality (25) is valid the first term

(38) is much greater than the second one and the boundary ef -

feet coincides with ordinary transition radiation generated by

a charged particle, moving from semi-infinite absorbing medium

into vacuum (see n6j).

Let us compare the intensities of transition radiation and

bremsetrahlung in the given case. The ratio of the intensities

can be evaluated as

trans.rad.
bremsstr.

% ' (42)

-18-



Condition \
s
z\ J>>i can be also written as

It is clear that ratio (42) is much greater than unit

if M C
/ J O is greater or of the order of 4, Thie ratio is also

great if we have a more rigit condition than (43) (this very

case was considered in [11J ).

If ̂
c
/fc)^J (e.g. in x-ray frequency region) and (43) then

the intensities of transition radiation and bremsstrahlung rcay

be comparable.

In frequency region (25) transition radiation is small

and the interference term should be taken into account. Then

1пГ/ = 6vc]\oo) + {coj+ $•

Comparing (45) and (41) one can see that in this frequen-

cy region the boundary effect is small as compared to brems-

strahlung. Unlike the case of a low absorbing plate, however,

the boundary effect is now always positive.

b) Mow let |S
x
|4Ci, In this case the interference terra

(the second term is (38)) is not small. Aft:..' appropriate

expansion we have

\ we

(47)

-19-



Let us compare these two expressions. The ratio of boun-

dary effect to bremsstrahlung (47) is of the order of MC/\foW.

As it follows from the condition l$*|4:£ this ratio Is small.

Quite a number of works are devoted to the problem of brims

strahlung in a medium (see [19] and the references in it). In

review [19J the author notes that the solution of the problem

will be rigorous if one considers the radiation formation by a

fast charge in a layer of material of finite thickness taking

into account the absorbing ability of the material, which was

done in[12Jand analysed above in detail.

4. Boundary Effect in an Arbitrary Plate

In the two previous sections we showed that both in highly

and low absorbing plates one can reasonably separate bremsstrah-

lung from total radiation. In a low absorbing plate it was pro-

portional to the thickness of the whole plate (see formula (11))

whereas in a high absorption plate it is proportional to the

absorption length M (see formula (39))* It is natural to

suppose that in a plate of arbitrary thickness bremsstrahlung

is proportional to the "effective thickness1* of the plate

\ d<*) /" 2fr X № /~ f*
|r
 \ diO /, (48)

where value ̂ i%№y№} is calculated from (39).

In limiting eases of great and small MA values QM value

transforms into M and d respectively,and formula (48)

-20-



transforms into (39) and (11).

The difference between total radiation (8) and. bremsstrah-

lung (47) will be refered to as boundary effect [13J !

It should be noted that when the plate thickness OL is

much greater than that of one of the formation zones of brems-

strahlung or transition radiation, i.e.

a»*i*\ *ь , 2tr.«. jf , (50)

the boundary effect becomes independent of Л • The magnitude

{JMJjJ)/№\ does not depend on Л either.

It follows from this that for experimental separation of

boundary effect from total radiation one should generally make

three measurements. Two measurements should be made on plates

of a
1
 and a

g
 thicknesses satisfying (50) to find^fM#«ty&0^

and the third measurement should be made on the given plate.

So, multiple scattering of charged particle in an absor-

bing plate results in the following:

1) There appears bremsstrahlung (48) proportional to the

"effective thickness" of the plate.

2) One should speak of boundary effect instead of ordina-

ry transition radiation (49). Transition and bremsstrahlung

mechaniams of radiation formation underlike boundary effect ,

each of these mechanisms being characterized by an appropriate

formation zone.

A faster mechanism, i.e. the mechanism with a shorter

formation zone is dominant. It should be borne in aind,however,



that transition radiation is emitted with adequate intensity

only under two additional conditions (21) and (22).

Fig. 4 gives the dependence of formation zones on frequen-

cy for different jf" values. Lead is taken as material, and

the fast charged particle is an electron. Solid curves corres-

pond to 2^
r
.

m
. » whereas dashed curves correspoLi to ig

t
.

Values of formation zones of transition in non-absorbing mate-

rial 2*р-~ %>
c
/ 0*2$') are given for comparison (dotted curves),

Fig. 5 shows schematically different regions of V" and

(л) values in which different conditions are fulfilled.

In tLe region A conditions ( 8) and (22) are fulfilled.

'Bremsstrahlung here is defined by the formula

' /
 =
 S 7Г~* Z (51)

0 I

(compare (29) and (41)), whereas boundary effect practically

coincides with ordinary transition radiation if the plate is

not too thin (21), otherwise boundary effect is defined by the

formula (28).

In regions ЛВ and В condition (33) is fulfilled. Brems-

strahlung is defined by formula

ы
 (52)

I .
I (compare (47)) whereas boundary effect is defined by (34),(36)

I or (46). The dashed curve gives the T -dependence of the

| limiting frequency taking into account the absorbing ability

i of the medium ^(^^
С
\ (

e e e
 l̂ Ĵ ), i.e. the frequency epect-

\ -22-



rum of ordinary transition radiation spreads > о region AB.

Boundary effect in this region is of the order of transition

radiation or higher, and in region В it is considerably grea-

ter. On other words, in region A and AB the spectrum is

"entriched
11
,

In region С conditions (18) and (24) are fulfilled. In

this case the boundary effect is small (compared to the boun-

dary effect in region A with the same value of Y~ , but lower

frequency). As far as bremsstrahlung is considered, it is much

higher than boundary effect in a plate of adequate thickness.

In a thin plate, however, when conditions (9) (23) and (26)

are fulfilled, it is defined by Eathe-Heitler formula (30)

along with the boundary effect.

s Finally, in region D no radiation is possible due to the

energy conservation.

5. Stack of Plates

The intensity of total radiation generates from a stack

of plates taking into account multiple scattering of charge in

plates can be, in principle, calculated in a similar way to

that which was used for a single plate.

| Generally the formula i3 rather bulky because of inter -

|| ference between the plates of the stack. The formula becomes

Щ quite simple, hoover, in two very imoortant special cases.

I
| A.Large distances between plates.

i p
§ VYhen the distance •£- between the plates is much greater

I -23-



than the formation of transition radiation in vacuum

interference between plates becomes negligible. Frequency spect-

rum of total radiation of a stack proves to be proportional to

the analogous value for one plate of the stack after averaging

over a small frequency interval:

\ fa
where N and A are the number of plates and the thicxnees of

each plate in a stack, and

is the effective number of plates in the stack.

?* The Nearest Neighbourhood Approximation

When the plate thickness CL is greater or, at

least, of the order of *^r or H , we need not take all

the interference terms into account as the first approximation,

but limit ourselves only to the account of interference between

the "nearest neighbours'1. An appropriate formula for frequency

spectrum is given in M 3 J «

In the case when the plate thickness (X is close to j£gr

or M or moreover less than that, the "nearest neighbour-

hood approximation" can become unsatisfactory. To improve it

one should take into account the interference between more

-24-



distant neighbours. It results in obtaining a certain series

where the parameter of expansion is a value of order

exf>(-x*.) or e*f(-[*<*). Since Value x* has positive real part,

and MA. is definitely positive, the series converges quite

soon, beginning with terms containing m|x*.| or « н К ^ J
#

Physically it means that in the case of multiple scatter-

ing, the phases of waves become chaotic while in the case of

absorption the wave amplitudes decrease, and therefore inter-

ference between the waves generated in rather distant parts of

the charge trajectory becomes negligible.

The boundary effect in a stack can be found in a similar

manner (49) substituting M<X for Л in the second term or

multiplying this term by the additional factor Ым ,

AS has already been pointed out with large vacuum sрасings

(53) intensities of total radiations are summed up and conse-

quently, the boundary effect of the plates of a stack is also

summed up in terms of their absorption in the following plates.

\ A»
(56)

6. Model of Uniformly Distributed

Muclel

In literature the influence of multiple scattering on ra-

diation formation in a non-absorbing periodic medium was consi-

dered up to now in a model where only electron density has pe-

riodic inhomogeneity, whereas scattering nuclei are considered

to be uniformly distributed along the whole medium J14J. The

-25-



latter assumption is not valid when a stack of plates is used

as a medium. Therefore it is important to find out how the

model of uniformly distributed nuclei [ H j characterizes real

layered media.

In doing so we mean the comparison of boundary effect

values (the difference between total radiation and bremsstrah-

lung) calculated in model M 4 j and in our approach И3j * pro-

ceeding from actual distribution of nuclei differing from zero

only within the plate limits.

This comparison was carried out from a stack with great

distances between plates(condition (53)). One can show £i3J

that in this region of J and U) values where transition ra -

diation ie the main part in boundary effect (region A in Pig.

5)» the results of both the approaches almost coincide (there

is a small difference in the degree of smoothing raaximuma and

minimume in the frequency spectrum).

In the region of J and CO values, however, where the in-

terference term is great in boundary effect (regions В and AB

in Fig.5) or, in other words, there is an "enrichment" of spec-

trum, the model of uniformly distributed nuclei gives a much

smaller result. In a physical sense it is connected with the

following reason. The "enrichment" of spectrum is caused by

the fact that the charge scatters in a different manner inside

and outside the plates, but it is not described in the model Щ

of uniformly distributed nuclei (see Pig.6). In region С(Pig.

5) the two approaches also give different results. There,

however, bremsstrahlung ie dominant, which is the sane in both ?

the approaches, whereas boundary effect* are of lesser interest. |
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To illustrate this Fig.7 give* spectra of boundary effects

calculated by two approaches. In the case of light material

(Mylar) \ae given curves practicably coincide (compare, how -

ever, [20]). In the; case of heavy material (tungsten) with

jP' ̂  104 and high frequencies C0> 200 keV the difference bet-

ween the two theories becomes quite remarkable.

wi mA

The author is sincerely grateful to Prof. G.M.Garibian

for his constant attention to the work and fruitful discussions.
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Figure Captions

Pig. 1. Diagrams corresponding to different terms of the for-

mula for radiation produced in a plate when a charge

passes through it.

Straight lines correspond to the movement of the

particle in vacuum, zigzag lines correspond to the move-

ment of the particle in the plate with allowance for

multiple scattering.

The thick parts of the diagrams show the regions of

integration over the time spans, marked by circles.

Dotted lines correspond to relative probabilities with

integration over the arguments shown near their right

ends. The diagram a corresponds to the formula (3)»

diagrams b,c,d,e, and f - to the terms of formula (4).

Fig. 2. The dependences of the radiation intensities for fre -

quency CO • 200 KeV on the plate thickness . The '

solid curves correspond to the total radiation (8).

The dashed curves correspond to the ordinary transi-

tion radiation without taking into account multiple

scattering. The numbers on the curves show the Lo

rents-factor values of the fast electron moving

through the plate.

Fig. 3. Frequency spectra of radiations produced in a Mylar

plate with thickness 1 mm. Thin solid curves show

the total radiation calculated by formula (8). Thick

dotted curvee show brerasetrahlung from the path of

1 mm in an infinite medium. Thick solid curves show
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the difference of these values, i.e. the boundary ef -

feet in the plata. Dotted curves show the ordinary

transition radiation generated in the plate.

jfor sufficiently low frequencies we have averaged

the spectra in view of quickly succeeding oscillations

of the curves. The numbers on the curves show Y"-fac-

tor of the charge.

fig. 4# The dependences of formation zones of transition ra-

diation ( 2?£
Г|И
 solid curves) and bremsstrahlung ( £gr

dashed) curves) on the frequency for lead. The dotted

curves correspond to the formation гопе of transition

radiation without the account of the absorbing ability

of the material. The numbers on the curves show the

|p value of the fast electron.

i?ig. 5. Different regions of V andtO values where the fol -

lowing conditions are satidfied:

AS

С

•+}

I
| Pig. 6. The trajectories of a charged particle passing through

a stack of plates (the upper curves) and in the model

of uniformly distributed nuclei (the lower curve).

The total scattering ability in one period (Cite ) is

the same in both cases.
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Pig. 7. Frequency spectre of boundary effect in a stack of

Mylar ( C0
o
 * 24.4 ev, L, • 28.7 era) and tungsten

(CO
O
 = 80.3eV, L = 0.35 cm) plates. The solid cur-

ves are calculated Ьу(14) and (8).

The dot-dashed curves are calculated according

to the model of uniformly distributed nuclei (page

368 of work [14 b]). For Y" * 10
3
 in the case of Mylar both

the curves coincide, for all the cases the spectrum of

ordinary transition radiation (without the account of

multiple scattering) coincides with the corresponding

dot-dashed curves with an accuracy to several per cent.
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